Inspect paperlessly
Manage efficiently
Maintain effortlessly

GO PAPERLESS
WITH PSSLIVE

FREE TRIAL WITH
START-UP SUPPORT

PSSLive is the smarter
way to capture,
manage and maintain
all your Assets and
Inspection needs,
whatever you survey.
PSSLive provides a complete tool for all your Asset,
Inspection and Task management requirements:
	
Maintain a detailed Asset Register of your Sites and Assets.
	
Inspect the Sites and Assets you are responsible for.
	
Configure the system to your needs; create Inspection
Schedules and Routes to aid workload efficiency.

	
Manage Findings to completion using Task management.

2 APPS, 1 SOLUTION
PSSLive offers a Windows
desktop interface with
a mobile app available
on iOS or Android platforms.

PEACE OF MIND
WITH PSSLIVE+ MOBILE
Record inspections efficiently
and accurately on site.
3 core areas:
Inspections Management
Task Management
Site Management
Dashboard style To Do menus.

Over 75% of the
UK’s playground
Assets are already
inspected using
PSSLive!

Plot Sites and Assets to map.
Provide access to Contractors.
Add, view and update multiple
images to Sites, Assets, Findings
and Tasks.
Inspection signatures captured
and stored.
Plot Findings directly via map.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH PSSLIVE

Minimise
administration
and data entry.

Avoid duplication of
effort and eliminate
mislaid information.

Secure audit trail
including history
log for findings
and tasks.

Bring your data alive
with dashboard
technology showing
core KPI’s.

To Do Lists alert you
to areas requiring
attention or action.

Provides the ultimate safeguard in the
event of managing ongoing maintenance,
defending insurance claims, or providing
information in court cases.

Work more
efficiently with
Contractors.

Aid and support
purchasing decisions
and resource planning.

Instantly access full
Inspections history.

Create detailed
reports.

Data is retained
securely on the
Cloud, and stored
indefinitely.

Try it out today at www.pssltd.co.uk/account/signup
UNLIMITED USE AREAS
There are no limits to the kinds of Assets that PSSLive can manage and inspect.
We will configure the system to provide access to the modules you require.
Unlimited numbers of Users and
devices are available per licence.

Asset specific Findings and
Finding specific Tasks.

Annual or PAYG payment options.

‘Standards’ as standard
guaranteed. Currently including:

Modular system for multiple
Asset use areas.
Intelligent data configuration Users only see what they should
or what they need.

BS EN 1176 (+Part 10)
BS EN 14974
BS EN 15312
BS EN 16630
BS 10075

Flexible affordable pricing plans:
PAY AS YOU GO

£

3 (per inspection)

ANNUAL LICENCE FROM*

6,000 (per module )

£
*

*

multiple module discounts may be available

FREE TRIAL WITH START UP SUPPORT
Free online start-up training

Data input assistance

System configured
to your needs

Unlimited email and
telephone support

Online video tutorials
and user guides

Personal Account
Management

View the PSSLive
intro video at
www.pssltd.co.uk
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